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Part 1: Introduction 

Since 1999, the Salmon Recovery Funding Board (SRFB) has been distributing state 
and federal money to protect and restore salmon habitat. Honoring the “Washington 
Way” of ground-up salmon recovery decision-making, the SRFB works closely with 
local watershed groups known as lead entities1 to identify projects for funding, and 
regional organizations to prioritize funding. 

Lead entities and regions rely on their approved recovery plans to select projects. 
This partnership has resulted in the SRFB distributing nearly $1.2 billion to more than 
3,000 projects statewide, all aimed at bringing salmon back from the brink of 
extinction. 

This report presents information on the process used to review the 2021 applications 
and develop funding recommendations for the SRFB to consider at its September 23, 
2021 meeting. 

Funding Overview 

Funding for salmon grants comes from two main sources: 

Salmon Grants: $20 million from state capital bonds and the Pacific Coastal Salmon 
Recovery Fund, which is a federal award to the Recreation and Conservation Office 
(RCO) administered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (PSAR) Grants: This state capital bond-
funded program focuses on Puget Sound and Hood Canal and is jointly administered 
by RCO and the Puget Sound Partnership. In 2021-2023, this account was funded at 
$52 million. 

In addition, the SRFB set aside up to $500,000 for unanticipated cost increases in 
2021. 

The SRFB approves and funds salmon grants. It distributes funding for the  
$20 million salmon grants using a regional allocation formula based on the number 
of listed and non-listed salmon stocks, number of Evolutionarily Significant Units, 

1Lead entity groups, authorized under Revised Code of Washington Chapter 77.85, are established in 
a local area by agreement between the county, cities, and tribes, which choose a coordinating 
organization for the lead entity. Each lead entity has a citizen committee to rank projects after its 
technical advisory committee evaluates the scientific and technical merits of projects. Consistent with 
state law and SRFB policies, all projects seeking funding must be reviewed and prioritized by a lead 
entity to be considered by the SRFB. 
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number of Watershed Resource Inventory Areas, and salmon shoreline miles. 

The Puget Sound region has 15 lead entities and further allocates its funding based 
on a formula approved by the Puget Sound Leadership Council. The Washington 
Coast region has four lead entities and allocates amounts to each lead entity based 
on their project lists each year. 

Table 1. SRFB Regional Funding Allocation Formula 

Regional Salmon Recovery Organization 

Regional 
Allocation 
Percent of Total 

2021 
Allocation 
Based on  
$20 Million 

Hood Canal Coordinating Council* 2.4% $480,000 

Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board** 20% $4,000,000 
Northeast Washington 1.9% $380,000 

Puget Sound Partnership* 38% $7,600,000 
Snake River Salmon Recovery Board 8.44% $1,688,000 

Upper Columbia Salmon Recovery Board 10.31% $2,062,000 
Washington Coast Sustainable Salmon 
Partnership 

9.57% $1,914,000 

Yakima Basin Fish and Wildlife Recovery 
Board** 

9.38% $1,876,000 

*Hood Canal is in the Puget Sound Salmon Recovery Region for Chinook and 
steelhead but is a separate salmon recovery region for summer chum. Hood 
Canal’s allocation is 2.4%, but also receives $775,512 of the Puget Sound 
Partnership's regional SRFB allocation for Chinook and steelhead. Hood Canal’s 
total allocation is 6.28% or $1,255,512, and Puget Sound’s is 34.12% or $6,824,488. 

**There are five projects submitted by the Klickitat County Lead Entity (four funded 
and one partially funded). Klickitat is receiving $108,000 from the Lower Columbia 
Fish Recovery Board’s regional allocation and $562,800 from the Yakima Basin Fish 
and Wildlife Recovery Board’s regional allocation. 

Regional Monitoring Projects 

A regional salmon recovery organization may use up to 10 percent of its annual 
allocation for monitoring activities if the project meets all the following conditions: 
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• Is certified by the region 

• Meets a high priority data gap 

• Can be accomplished in 3 years 

The project should complement ongoing monitoring efforts and be consistent or 
compatible with methods and protocols used throughout the state. Data collected 
must be available to RCO and the public. The region must explain why board funds, 
rather than other funds, are necessary to accomplish the monitoring. In addition to 
the criteria, there is a cap on available monitoring funds from the Pacific Coastal 
Salmon Recovery Fund of $300,000. 

This year, the Monitoring Panel reviewed seven regional monitoring proposals. Only 
six projects, requesting $437,493 were submitted on lead entity ranked lists. The 
Monitoring Panel reviewed the proposals for eligibility and soundness before 
submitting them to the board for funding consideration. In June, the board approved 
using unallocated monitoring funds from previous grant rounds to supplement the 
$300,000 available for monitoring projects this year. Please see Attachment 1 to view 
the 2021 grants schedule. 

Monitoring proposals are in Attachment 4, and included in the lead entities’ ranked 
lists of projects and allocations in Attachment 6. The funding motions also are 
provided with the material for your reference. 
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Grant Round Principles 

The basic elements of the regional funding allocation approach carry over from the 
previous funding cycles and include the following: 

• Reliance on regional salmon recovery plans and lead entity strategies. 

• Review of individual projects by the SRFB Review Panel to identify Projects of 
Concern. 

• Provision of flexibility, recognizing different circumstances across the state. 

• Recognition of efficiencies and flexibility where possible. 

The SRFB also commits to continuing the following key principles: 

• Allocate salmon recovery funds regionally. 

• The SRFB Review Panel will not evaluate the quality of lead entity habitat 
strategies that are part of recovery plans already submitted to the Governor’s 
Salmon Recovery Office and the National Marine Fisheries Service. Regional 
organizations ensure the submitted lists of projects are consistent with the 
regional recovery plans. 

• The evaluation process will be collaborative. The SRFB Review Panel will work 
with lead entities and project applicants throughout the process to address 
project design issues and reduce the likelihood that projects submitted are 
viewed as Projects of Concern. 

• Each region has different complexities, ranging from varying numbers of 
watersheds to areas with vastly differing sizes of human populations. These 
complexities require different approaches to salmon recovery. 

• Lead entities are and will continue to be a crucial and fundamental part of the 
recovery effort. 

• Support continues for areas without regional recovery plans (coast and 
northeast). 

• A statewide strategic approach to salmon recovery will continue. 

• Funds must be used efficiently to address both listed and non-listed species. 
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Grant Applications by Project Type 

 

Grant Applications by Location 
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SRFB Decisions for September 

Salmon Grants: The board will be asked to approve up to $20 million for projects 
using salmon state and federal funding. 

Regional Monitoring Projects: The final project lists contain six monitoring projects, 
across four regions, requesting $437,493. See Attachment 4 for a table of regional 
monitoring projects. These projects are submitted and included on lead entity and 
region project lists for board approval in Attachment 6 and are included in the $20 
million allocation of salmon state and federal funding. 

All projects described in the above components used Manual 18: Salmon Recovery 
Grants as guidance and completed the technical review process with the SRFB 
Review Panel. 

Elements of the Grant Round 

In the spring, sponsors submitted 184 pre-applications in PRISM, RCO’s project 
database, for this grant cycle. Between April and June 2021, the lead entities 
coordinated project site visits with the SRFB Review Panel and RCO staff. The site 
visits allowed the SRFB Review Panel to see project sites, learn project details, and 
provide feedback to the sponsors to improve the projects. At the end of the review 
process, 128 projects are advancing to the SRFB for consideration. 

Each regional area and corresponding lead entities prepared their respective ranked 
lists of salmon projects in consideration of the available funding. 

Several lead entities also identified alternate projects on their lists. These projects 
must go through the entire lead entity, region, and SRFB review process. Project 
alternates may receive funding within 1 year from the original board funding 
decision only if another project that was designated to be funded cannot be 
completed or is funded by an entity other than RCO. 

Ranked Lists and Funding Allocations 

If a lead entity does not have enough projects to fully obligate its entire allocation, it 
may contribute funding to projects in other lead entities. The project receiving the 
contribution must be included on the project lists of both the lead entity receiving 
the funding and the lead entity providing the funding. This ensures funding goes to 
those areas in need as a response to the yearly variations in project lists. RCO will not 
adjust a lead entity’s allocation based on these contributions to other lead entities as 
has been done in the past. Instead, a lead entity must include the projects it would 
like to contribute funding toward on its own ranked list. 

https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SAL-Manual18.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SAL-Manual18.pdf
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Guidance Manual 18: Salmon Recovery Grants 

Manual 18 remains the guidance document for entities applying for funding through 
the SRFB. 

The review panel has raised some topics that RCO staff would like to explore for 
consideration in the 2023 manual update. Those issues include acquisition of upland 
areas, and the costs and composition of riparian planting. 
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Part 2: SRFB Review Panel Comments 

The SRFB Review Panel is comprised of eight members with a broad range of 
knowledge and experience in salmon habitat restoration and protection approaches, 
watershed processes, ecosystem approaches to habitat restoration and protection, 
and project development and management. Members’ expertise covers the gamut of 
issues faced by lead entities and sponsors of SRFB projects. Review panel biographies 
can be found on RCO’s Web site. 

The SRFB Review Panel helps the board meet the requirements of the federal Pacific 
Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund’s technical review process. The panel reviews all grant 
applications to help ensure that each project is: 1) technically sound, meaning that a 
proposed project provides a benefit to salmon, 2) is likely to be successful, and  
3) does not have costs that outweigh the anticipated benefits. Applications labeled 
Projects of Concern do not meet these criteria and will be forwarded to the SRFB for 
funding consideration unless the lead entity withdraws the application. The review 
panel does not otherwise rate, score, or rank projects. Members of the panel review 
project designs to satisfy project conditions or at staff request. 

Project Review Process 

The review panel worked throughout the year reviewing projects both before and 
after the application deadline. This review helps lead entities and sponsors improve 
each project’s benefits to fish and certainty of successful implementation. The benefit 
and certainty criteria used by the review panel in its evaluation of projects is found in 
Manual 18: Salmon Recovery Grants, Appendix G, and is Attachment 3 in this report. 
The panel based its evaluations and comments on the following: 

• Complete applications due 2 weeks before the early project site visits and 
consultations. First set of Review Panel Comment Forms. 

• Phone calls with lead entities and sponsors for project statuses of Needs More 
Information or Project of Concern. 

• Final application materials submitted by lead entities and regional 
organizations. 

• Final set of review panel comments after application deadline. 

The review process involved an effort to provide early feedback based on complete 
applications and site visits. Lead entities could complete their site visits by March or 
May, and the review panel provided an initial comment form. Projects with complete 
applications received a status of Clear, requiring no further revisions for those 

https://rco.wa.gov/boards/salmon-recovery-funding-board/salmon-recovery-funding-board-review-panel/
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applications. Eighteen percent of applications reviewed in March or May were 
cleared (33/184). 

Some applications still lacked information to complete the technical review and 
received a status of Needs More Information. In most cases, providing additional 
information addressed the concerns. If the review panel saw potential issues with 
projects not meeting evaluation criteria, the projects were noted as Projects of 
Concern and the panel specifically identified the concerns, and if and how sponsors 
could address them. 

After the initial project reviews, a team of two review panel members conducted a  
1-hour phone call with each lead entity to clarify comments. Final applications that 
were not already cleared were submitted by June 28 for funding consideration. The 
review panel reviewed all remaining final applications and responses to early 
comments. The panel then met July 14 to discuss final project proposals and 
responses to applications. The review panel updated project comment forms with 
post-application comments by July 21. Projects at that time received a status of 
either Clear, Conditioned, or Project of Concern. 

Lead entities could either withdraw the Projects of Concern from their project lists or 
include them and forward their project lists to the SRFB for funding consideration. A 
table of all projects grouped by region and lead entity is in Attachment 5. 

The interaction with the review panel and the feedback to sponsors intends to 
improve projects and ensure a clear benefit to salmonids in each watershed. The goal 
of this thorough review process is to have top priority, technically sound projects 
submitted to the SRFB for funding. 

Projects of Concern 

Before the final project review meeting, there were three Projects of Concern. After 
the final review, two of projects were still Projects of Concern. One project was 
withdrawn and the other Project of Concern will be presented to the SRFB. 

Table 3. Project Review History 

Process Step Number of Projects 
Initial Review 184 
Projects Submitted on Ranked Lists 128* 
Projects Withdrawn After Review   56 
Projects of Concern at Final Review     3 
Final Projects of Concern Submitted to SRFB     1 
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Process Step Number of Projects 
*Includes monitoring projects and previously funded projects receiving additional 
funding this year for cost increases or because they were only partially funded 
previously. 

The 2021 SRFB policies governing a Project of Concern are the same as in previous 
grant rounds. Lead entities and regional organizations must submit their final lists to 
RCO by August 10, 2021. A regional organization or lead entity had to decide by that 
date whether to leave a Project of Concern on its list for funding consideration. 

The sponsor and lead entity have an opportunity to discuss the project at the SRFB 
funding meeting. If lead entities withdraw a Project of Concern before the funding 
meeting, alternates may be considered for funding. Should the board decide not to 
approve a Project of Concern, the lead entity allocation will be reduced by the 
project’s requested funding amount. 

The intent of this policy is both to signal that the SRFB is unlikely to fund a Project of 
Concern and to ensure that lead entities and regional organizations are convinced of 
the merits of such projects before submitting them to the SRFB. 

Conditioned Projects 

The review panel labeled 22 projects as Conditioned because it felt the projects 
needed to meet specific conditions to satisfy the SRFB’s benefit, certainty, and cost-
effectiveness criteria. Attachment 5 contains a summary of the Conditioned projects 
and their review panel conditions. 

The review panel continues to use “conditioning” of projects as a tool for 
strengthening project design and ensuring that proposals that may contain elements 
of uncertainty but otherwise meet the SRFB evaluation criteria may proceed to an 
RCO project agreement. A typical project condition consists of assigning an 
intermediate review between the selection of a preferred project alternative and the 
preliminary design. Another common condition might be to direct the elimination of 
a component of a project because it is inconsistent with the SRFB’s theme of 
restoration of natural processes or provides no added benefit to salmon. 

RCO staff works with the review panel to track conditioned projects. 

Adjustments to Project Lists 

From the time of the SRFB’s allocation decisions through the June application 
deadline, lead entities and regional organizations worked collaboratively to meet 
their funding targets and to submit a portfolio of projects. Sometimes, when projects 
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were withdrawn because of a Project of Concern designation or because they 
received funding from other resources, regions and lead entities had to work with 
grant applicants to adjust project funding amounts and scopes to fit the funding 
targets or to meet a review panel concern or condition. Ranked lists must be 
adjusted accordingly. Applicants also may submit alternate projects on their ranked 
lists. 

Applicants working through the lead entity and region could adjust project costs (if 
warranted) through August 16. Those adjustments are defined as the following: 

• Any Conditioned project that needed a change in the application. 

• Any Project of Concern where a scope or budget change would address the 
review panel recommendation and remove the designation. 

• Any project that has been modified, without a significant change in scope, to 
meet the intra-regional funding allocation determined by the regional 
organization and its partners. 

• Any project that has been withdrawn by the sponsor or lead entity. 

Grant Round Process and Observations from the SRFB Review Panel 

As in past years, the review panel supported RCO staff and the SRFB by reviewing all 
proposals for SRFB funding to ensure that they met the board’s minimum criteria for 
benefit to salmon recovery, certainty of successful implementation, and cost-
effectiveness. 

During 2021, the panel reviewed 182 projects at the initial application stage, 126 of 
which advanced to SRFB for funding consideration. Teams of two panel members 
completed the initial application review process for each lead entity’s portfolio of 
projects. The initial review process consisted of reading proposals and supporting 
documentation; participating in remote presentations with sponsors, local technical 
advisory committee members, lead entity staff, and the RCO grants manager; and 
preparing initial review comments. Before submitting the initial evaluations back to 
sponsors, the two-person teams sought input from the entire panel for selected 
projects that warranted more in-depth discussion. 

Based on the initial application review, the panel assigned a final status of either 
Clear or Conditioned to roughly one-third of the applications. The remaining 
applications were assigned the status of Needs More Information, requesting that the 
sponsor answer specific questions for Manual 18 evaluation criteria to be accurately 
applied and final project status determined. Sponsors then updated applications 
and/or provided supplemental documents to address the initial review questions. 
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Many sponsors also participated in brief zoom sessions with their review panel 
teams, and these opportunities for one-on-one dialogue frequently resolved the 
panel’s questions. After reviewing the final submittals, the review panel teams 
assigned final project status. As with the initial review, each team had an opportunity 
to get input from the entire panel for those few remaining proposals that merited  
in-depth discussion. 

As part of the effort to support the SRFB’s desire to fund effective, high-benefit 
projects for recovering salmon around the state, the panel offers the following 
observations of relevant issues that were noted during this grant cycle. 

PRISM Evaluation Portal and Virtual Project Presentations 

By this year, sponsors, lead entities, RCO grants managers, and review panel 
members had become accustomed to the significant changes that were 
implemented in 2020 due to the Lean process and COVID-19 pandemic response. 
The review panel feels that most of the changes have improved the efficiency of the 
process and provided tools for improving the quality of applications and technical 
review. The condensed schedule of the Lean process successfully has streamlined the 
grant application process. The new PRISM online evaluation portal makes the review 
panel’s work easier and more efficient by allowing access to all project 
documentation for the entire, statewide pool of proposals with a few mouse clicks, 
and then being able to share draft evaluation notes between team members and 
grants managers in a consistent format. 

Virtual site presentations are a work in progress. The process of putting together a 
PowerPoint presentation helped many sponsors refine the information they wanted 
to share and effectively use visuals to support their points. Drone video footage of 
the project reaches particularly was useful in some presentations. The presentations 
were a more efficient use of time, eliminating the delays spent corralling 20 or more 
people into vans and driving from site to site. Simultaneous with each presentation, 
panel members could check PRISM attachments or other online information to learn 
more about the project context. After each day’s presentation sessions, a lead entity’s 
technical advisory committee members could remain online for candid debriefing 
conversations (without the sponsors present), in which review panel members did 
not previously have the opportunity to participate. 

However, some of the virtual tours were either not well prepared or highlighted 
favorable site conditions while neglecting to show significant site constraints or other 
problems, which would have been obvious to the review panel and technical advisory 
committee members during a physical site visit. Even projects with excellent 
presentations could miss significant problems that would be apparent during an on-
site visit, and might lead to clarifying conversations between the sponsor and panel 
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members. The panel feels that this lack of dialogue and on-site field observations is a 
big reason why a large number of projects were flagged as Need More Information 
after the initial evaluation. 

Looking forward, the review panel recommends that lead entities have the 
opportunity to use both virtual presentations and on-site meetings, depending on 
the project circumstances and interests of the review panel team, local Technical 
Advisory Group members, and staff. Projects such as assessments, multi-site barrier 
removal design projects, and large-scale acquisition proposals lend themselves well 
to online presentations, while proposals for habitat restoration designs and 
construction are better suited to actual field visits. 

Strengthening Resolve for the Development of Large, High-Benefit 
Projects 

Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (PSAR) funding was not available for this 
grant round, which was reflected in the lower number of proposals that were 
submitted by Puget Sound lead entities. Many of the proposals that were submitted 
tended to be smaller scale or have moderate benefit. These included fish passage 
barrier removals in lower tier systems that benefit coho and steelhead, and 
acquisitions of smaller parcels or ones that provide only marginally more protection 
than existing Critical Area Ordinance and shoreline regulations. Despite lower 
funding levels, a few Puget Sound lead entities submitted proposals to do future 
phases of some high benefit estuary and river restoration projects that are in the 
design stage. A few of these are highlighted in the “noteworthy projects” list. 
Elsewhere in the state, the lower Columbia, Yakima and upper Columbia regions 
assembled strong lists of projects to support long-term priorities. 

Previous years’ comments emphasized the need for not only adequate funding, but 
the strengthening of political resolve to implement large-scale, high-benefit projects 
that will significantly improve recovering Endangered Species Act-listed populations, 
particularly Puget Sound Chinook and steelhead. The point is still applicable this 
year. Such projects will require difficult trade-offs with existing uses of land, water, 
and other resources in rivers and estuaries around the state. The SRFB’s adoption of 
the targeted investment program to begin next year hopefully will provide leverage 
to help accomplish such trade-offs. 

Tension Between SRFB Benefit and Certainty Criteria and the Priorities of 
Other Funding Programs 

With the growth of other funding programs related directly or indirectly to salmon 
recovery such as Washington Coast Restoration and Resiliency Initiative, Estuary and 
Salmon Recovery Program, and the Brian Abbott Fish Barrier Removal Board, 
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sponsors are seeking SRFB funding to serve as match for projects that were 
developed through these other programs. We occasionally run into situations where 
the review panel’s application of the Manual 18 criteria for benefit, certainty, and 
cost-effectiveness finds significant weaknesses in such proposals, which were not 
identified during the review by the other funding programs. This year, there were a 
few barrier-removal projects that met the criteria for the Brian Abbott Fish Barrier 
Removal Board, but which lead entities decided to remove from their lists after the 
panel’s initial review found concerns with the Manual 18 benefit and cost-
effectiveness criteria. Another project seeking SRFB match for an Estuary and Salmon 
Recovery Program-funded preliminary design was identified as a Project of Concern 
due to low certainty that the project can be implemented successfully. The panel 
recognizes that other funding programs have their own strategic priorities and 
evaluation criteria for funding projects, but sponsors should not be surprised in the 
relatively rare situation when these priorities and criteria are not consistent with the 
SRFB criteria. 

Riparian Planting Costs 

The review panel continues to see a wide divergence across lead entities and regions 
for costs related to riparian planting, making it challenging to evaluate cost-benefit 
issues in a consistent, statewide manner. Even taking into consideration the 
differential labor costs between rural and urban counties, costs for planting designs 
in some central Puget Sound lead entities can be disproportionately high compared 
to elsewhere in the state. The review panel finds that project designs that use an 
urban landscaping approach commonly budget $30,000 to $100,000 an acre to cover 
the purchase of a diverse assemblage of potted trees, shrubs. and forbs, and the 
higher maintenance that is typically required after planting. In contrast, project 
designs that us a commercial forestry approach can commonly plant a high density 
of conifer seedlings and willow/cottonwood live stakes for $2,000 to $15,000 an acre, 
depending on the amount of maintenance needed. While maintenance will always be 
required in some settings, the young root systems of seedlings can be more resilient 
to drought than potted stock with mature root systems that have adapted to regular 
watering and fertilizing. 

Planting diverse, native plant communities is a valid approach to ecological 
restoration, but in the context of Washington’s salmon recovery program, the review 
panel believes that a commercial forestry approach of quickly establishing a forest 
stand to provide shade and large wood recruitment is more cost-effective for 
restoring salmon habitat functions. Given the hundreds of miles of riparian corridor 
in need of restoration and the limited project funding statewide, the panel would like 
the board to consider the merits of providing guidance for following a commercial 
forestry planting approach as consistently as feasible across the state. 
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Quantifying Upland Acreage in Acquisition Proposals 

RCO’s application form for acquisition proposals requires sponsors to identify the 
relative quantity of upland acreage that is present at each target property. For many 
years the review panel has considered the relative proportion of upland versus 
riparian, floodplain, and aquatic acreage as a way to evaluate the property’s relative 
benefit to protecting salmon habitat processes and functions. Sponsors have 
interpreted this distinction in different ways, and due to the unique setting and 
circumstances of each acquisition site, a consistent interpretation is not always 
possible. Nevertheless, to promote consistency in our review process, the panel has 
drafted guidance on how to estimate the relative quantity of upland acreage, and we 
recommend working with RCO staff to include this in Manual 18. 

Designing to Meet Project Objectives 

In several annual funding reports over the past years, the panel has noted the 
importance of identifying SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and 
Time-bound) project objectives for each assessment, restoration, and acquisition 
project, and then designing the project to accomplish these objectives. While 
sponsors have generally accepted the need to identify SMART objectives in their 
project proposals, the panel continues to see project designs that fail to account for 
the objectives. Restoring low-flow rearing habitat, for example, is a common 
objective for stream restoration projects, so it follows that design elements such as 
engineered logjams and large wood material should be sited in the low flow channel 
where they can be accessible to fish. Unfortunately, each year we review engineering 
designs for such projects where logjams and large woody materials are sited to 
respond to 2-year bank-full and higher flow events, while not explicitly evaluating 
their performance at lower flows that are relevant to the project’s objectives. We 
recognize that from a risk management perspective, it is important to design for high 
flow scenarios, but focusing on this perspective tends to miss the central objectives 
of the project. Because the panel seldom has the opportunity to talk directly with a 
project’s engineering design consultants, we continually ask project sponsors to 
communicate the importance of this point to them. 

As in previous years, the review panel would like to highlight a small percentage of 
proposals that have the potential to result in large-scale actions that will make 
significant contributions to implementing the local or regional salmon recovery 
plans. This year, we identified three projects that merit special attention, as listed 
below. 
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Table 5. Noteworthy Projects 

Project 
Number and 
Name Sponsor Description 

Phase/ 
Funding 

21-1148 
McCardle Bay 
Shoreline 
Easement 

San Juan 
Preservation 
Trust 

Acquisition of an 11.8-acre 
conservation easement protecting 
Tier 1 shoreline, feeder bluff, 
potential forage fish spawning 
beach, and adjacent eelgrass on 
Lopez Island. The landowner actively 
participated in project development 
and donated 60 percent of the 
easement value as match. 

Acquisition 

21-1123 
Kennedy 
Creek Natural 
Area Preserve 
Acquisition 

Washington 
Department 
of Natural 
Resources 

Acquisition of a 10.7-acre inholding 
in the 1,600-acre protected Kennedy 
Creek Natural Area in WRIA 14, 
protecting 1,460 feet of creek 
frontage with very high ecological 
value. The department developed a 
productive relation with the 
landowner and has leveraged  
67 percent match. 

Acquisition 

21-1051 
Cicero 
Floodplain 
Acquisition 

Stillaguamish 
Tribe 

Acquisition of 143 acres of 
floodplain fronting more than 1.2 
miles of the North Fork 
Stillaguamish River including mature 
forest and a relict side channel, 
allowing for restoration of habitat 
forming processes. 

Acquisition 

In addition to these three acquisition projects, the review panel is excited about the 
following planning projects that will explore watershed-scale natural process 
restoration actions at locations that have potential to provide exceptionally high 
benefit to achieving Chinook recovery goals. We hope to see these develop into 
actual restoration projects soon. 
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Table 6. Notable Planning Projects 

Project 
Number and 
Name Sponsor Description Phase/Funding 
21-1187 
Deepwater 
Phase 2 
Island Unit 
Preliminary 
Design 

Washington 
Department 
of Fish and 
Wildlife 

The department will move ahead 
with designing restoration of fluvial 
and tidal processes at this 270-acre 
unit of the Skagit Wildlife Area. The 
department’s selection of the “full 
restoration” alternative for this site 
shows its leadership and 
commitment to salmon recovery. 

Planning 

21-1127 
Ridgefield 
Pits Final 
Design 

Lower 
Columbia 
Estuary 
Partnership 

Culmination of long-term planning 
efforts by multiple stakeholders for 
restoring habitat and fluvial 
processes on a 2-mile reach of the 
East Fork Lewis River that avulsed 
into former gravel pits during a 
1996 flood. 

Planning 
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2021 Recommendations 

The following is a summary of key recommendations based on the general 
observations for this grant round. 

• Continue to refine the PRISM online application and evaluation portals, and 
add a project condition tracking portal. 

• Format proposal presentations to incorporate both online virtual 
presentations and physical site visits, depending on the project type and need 
for extra scrutiny. 

• As part of the riparian planting guidelines that RCO is developing, consider 
the merits of including guidance for following a commercial forestry planting 
approach as consistently as feasible across the state. 

• Include guidance in Manual 18 on how to estimate the quantity of upland 
acreage for proposal acquisition sites. 
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Part 3: Region Summaries 

Introduction 

The SRFB continues to allocate funding regionally rather than to individual lead 
entities. The following section of the report provides links on the RCO Web site to 
the region annual summaries about their grant process. The responses are direct 
submittals from the regions. 

Region Summaries 

Hood Canal 

Lower Columbia River 

Middle Columbia River 

Puget Sound 

Snake River 

Upper Columbia River 

Washington Coast 

Northeast Region 

 

https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummaryHoodCanal.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummaryLowerCol.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummaryMidCol.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummaryPugSound.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummarySnake.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/SAL-RegSummaryCoast.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/SAL-RegSummaryNE.pdf
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Attachment 1: 2021 Grant Schedule 

Date Action Description 
October 14 Due Date: Requests 

for SRFB Review 
Panel site visits 

Lead entities submit their requests for site 
visits to RCO staff by this date. 

January‒April Complete project 
application materials 
submitted at least 2 
weeks before site 
visit (required) 

At least 2 weeks before the site visit, 
applicants submit a complete application in 
PRISM (See Application Checklist). The lead 
entity provides applicants with a project 
number from the Salmon Recovery Portal 
(formerly Habitat Work Schedule) before 
work can begin in PRISM. 

Track 1 
February 3‒
March 20 

-Or- 

Track 2 
April 1‒May 
15 

Site visits (required) RCO screens all applications for 
completeness and eligibility. The SRFB 
Review Panel evaluates projects using 
Manual 18, Appendix F criteria. RCO staff 
and review panel members attend lead 
entity-organized site visits. Site visits in May 
will be limited to areas that have 
accessibility and weather issues earlier in the 
year. 

March 24 Lead entity feedback 
(optional due date) 

Track 1: If lead entities intend to provide 
feedback to the applicants via the PRISM 
module, they must enter comments by this 
date. 

March 25 SRFB Review Panel 
meeting 

Track 1: SRFB Review Panel and RCO staff 
meet to discuss projects and complete 
comment forms for projects visited in 
February and March. 

April 3 First comment 
form 
For February and 
March site visits 

Track 1: Applicants receive SRFB Review 
Panel comments identifying projects as 
Clear, Conditioned, Needs More Information, 
or Project of Concern. RCO staff accepts 
Clear applications and returns Conditioned, 
Needs More Information, and Project of 
Concern applications so applicants may 
update and respond to comments. 

https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SAL-AppC-AppChecklist.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SAL-AppF-ReviewPanelCrit.pdf
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Date Action Description 
May 18 Lead entity feedback 

(optional due date) 
Track 2: If lead entities intend to provide 
feedback to the applicants via the PRISM 
module, they must enter comments by this 
date. 

May 20 SRFB Review Panel 
meeting 

Track 2: SRFB Review Panel and RCO staff 
meet to discuss projects and complete 
comment forms for projects visited in April 
and May. 

June 5 First comment 
form 

For April and May 
site visits 

Track 2: Applicants receive SRFB Review 
Panel comments identifying projects as 
Clear, Conditioned, Needs More Information, 
or Project of Concern. RCO staff accepts 
Clear applications and returns Conditioned, 
Needs More Information, and Project of 
Concern applications so applicants may 
update and respond to comments. 

Early June Conference call 
(Optional) 

Tracks 1 and 2: Lead entities may schedule 
a 1-hour conference call with project 
applicants, RCO staff, and one SRFB Review 
Panel member to discuss Needs More 
Information, Conditioned, or Project of 
Concern projects. 

June 29, 
Noon 

Due Date: 
Applications due 

Applicants submit final revised application 
materials via PRISM. See Application 
Checklist. 

June 29‒July 
14 

RCO and SRFB 
Review Panel review 

RCO staff and the SRFB Review Panel review 
revised applications. The review panel 
evaluates projects using Manual 18, 
Appendix F criteria. 

July 15 SRFB Review Panel 
meeting 

SRFB Review Panel and RCO staff meet to 
discuss projects and complete comments. 

July 29 Final comment 
form 

Applicants receive the final SRFB Review 
Panel comments, identifying projects as 
Clear, Conditioned, or Project of Concern. 

August 14 Due Date: Accept 
SRFB Review Panel 
condition 

Applicants with Conditioned projects must 
indicate whether they accept the conditions 
or will withdraw their projects. 

August 14 Due Date: Lead 
entity ranked list 

Lead entities submit ranked lists via PRISM. 

https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SAL-AppC-AppChecklist.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SAL-AppC-AppChecklist.pdf
https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SAL-AppF-ReviewPanelCrit.pdf
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Date Action Description 
August 21 Due Date: Regional 

submittal 
Regional organizations submit their 
recommendations for funding, including 
alternate projects (only those they want the 
SRFB to consider funding), and their 
Regional Area Summary and Project Matrix. 

September 7 Final grant report 
available for public 
review 

The final funding recommendation report is 
available online for SRFB members and 
public review. 

September 
22, 23 

Board funding 
meeting 

SRFB awards grants. Public comment period 
available. 
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Attachment 2: SRFB Review Panel Evaluation Criteria 

The following criteria is from Appendix F in Manual 18. 

To help ensure that every project funded by the SRFB is technically sound, the SRFB 
Review Panel will note for the SRFB any projects it believes have the following: 

• Low benefit to salmon 

• Low likelihood of being successful 

• Costs that outweigh the anticipated benefits of the project 

Projects that have a low benefit to salmon, a low likelihood of success, or costs that 
outweigh the anticipated benefits will be designated as Projects of Concern. The 
review panel will not otherwise rate, score, or rank projects. It is expected that 
projects will follow best management practices and will meet local, state, and federal 
permitting requirements. 

The SRFB Review Panel uses the SRFB Individual Comment Form to capture its 
comments on individual projects. 

When a Project of Concern is identified, the sponsor will receive a comment form 
identifying the evaluation criteria on which the status was determined. Before the 
regional area meetings, the regional recovery organization that represents the area 
in which the project is located can contact the review panel chair if there are further 
questions. At the regional area meetings, there is opportunity for the review panel to 
discuss project issues and work with the regional recovery organization and the 
regional technical team advisors to determine if the issues can be resolved before 
the list of Projects of Concern is presented to the SRFB. 

Criteria 

For acquisition and restoration projects, the panel will determine that a project is not 
technically sound and cannot be significantly improved if it meets the following 
conditions: 

1. It is unclear there is a problem to salmonids the project is addressing. For 
acquisition projects, this criterion relates to the lack of a clear threat if the 
property is not acquired. 

2. Information provided or current understanding of the system is not sufficient 
to determine the need for, or the benefit of, the project. 
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3. Incomplete application or proposal. 

4. Project goal or objectives not clearly stated or do not address salmon habitat 
protection or restoration. 

5. Project sponsor has not responded to review panel comments. 

6. Acquisition parcel prioritization (for multi-site proposals) is not provided or 
the prioritization does not meet the projects goal or objectives. 

7. The project is dependent on other key conditions or processes being 
addressed first. 

8. The project has a high cost relative to the anticipated benefits and the project 
sponsor has failed to justify to the satisfaction of the review panel. 

9. The project does not account for the conditions or processes in the 
watershed. 

10. The project may be in the wrong sequence with other habitat protection, 
assessments, or restoration actions in the watershed. 

11. The project does not work towards restoring natural watershed processes or 
prohibits natural processes. 

12. It is unclear how the project will achieve its stated goals or objectives. 

13. It is unlikely that the project will achieve its stated goals or objectives. 

14. There is low potential for threat to habitat conditions if the project is not 
completed. 

15. The project design is not adequate or the project is sited improperly. 

16. The stewardship description is insufficient or there is inadequate commitment 
to stewardship and maintenance, and this likely would jeopardize the project’s 
success. 

17. The main focus is on supplying a secondary need, such as education, stream 
bank stabilization to protect property, or water supply. 

Additional Criteria for Planning Projects 

For planning projects (e.g. assessment, design, inventories, and studies), the review 
panel will consider the criteria for acquisition and restoration projects (1-13) and the 
following additional criteria. The review panel will determine that a project is not 
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technically sound and cannot be improved significantly if it meets the following 
criteria: 

A. The project does not address an information need important to 
understanding the watershed, is not directly relevant to project development 
or sequencing, and will not clearly lead to beneficial projects. 

B. The methodology does not appear to be appropriate to meet the goals and 
objectives of the project. 

C. There are significant constraints to the implementation of projects following 
completion of the planning project. 

D. The project does not clearly lead to project design or does not meet the 
criteria for filling a data gap. 

E. The project does not appear to be coordinated with other efforts in the 
watershed or does not use appropriate methods and protocols. 
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Attachment 3: Guide for Lead Entity Benefit and Certainty Criteria 

Benefit and Certainty Criteria 

The SRFB developed the following criteria several years ago for evaluating benefit to 
fish and certainty of project success. With the evolution of lead entity strategies and 
recovery plans, the SRFB shifted to a technical evaluation of site-specific projects 
using the Project of Concern criteria. Use the benefit and certainty criteria listed 
below only for lead entity guidance in their evaluation of projects through their local 
processes. 

 
Benefit Criteria 
Identified and 
Prioritized in 
the Strategy 

High BENEFIT Project Medium BENEFIT 
Project 

Low BENEFIT 
Project 

Watershed 
Processes and 
Habitat 
Features 

Addresses high priority 
habitat features and/or 
watershed process that 
significantly protect or 
limit the salmonid 
productivity in the area. 

 
Acquisition: More than  
60 percent of the total 
project area is intact 
habitat, or if less than  
60 percent, project 
must be a combination 
that includes 
restoration. 

Assessment: Crucial to 
understanding 
watershed processes, is 
directly relevant to 
project development or 
sequencing, and clearly 
will lead to new 
projects in high priority 
areas. 

May not address the 
most important 
limiting factor but 
will improve habitat 
conditions. 
 
Acquisition:  
40-60 percent of the 
total project area is 
intact habitat, or if 
less than 40-60 
percent, project 
must be a 
combination that 
includes restoration. 

Assessments: Will 
lead to new projects 
in moderate priority 
areas and is 
independent of 
addressing other key 
conditions first. 

Does not address 
an important 
habitat condition 
in the area. 
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Benefit Criteria 
Identified and 
Prioritized in 
the Strategy 

High BENEFIT Project Medium BENEFIT 
Project 

Low BENEFIT 
Project 

Areas and 
Actions 

Is a high priority action 
in a high priority 
geographic area. 
 
Assessment: Fills an 
important data gap in a 
high priority area. 

May be an 
important action but 
in a moderate 
priority geographic 
area. 
 
Assessment: Fills an 
important data gap, 
but is in a moderate 
priority area. 

Addresses a 
lower priority 
action or 
geographic area. 

Scientific Is identified through a 
documented habitat 
assessment. 

Is identified through 
a documented 
habitat assessment 
or scientific opinion. 

Is unclear or lacks 
scientific 
information 
about the 
problem being 
addressed. 

Species Addresses multiple 
species or unique 
populations of 
salmonids essential for 
recovery or 
Endangered Species 
Act-listed fish species 
or non-listed 
populations primarily 
supported by natural 
spawning. Documented 
fish use. 

Addresses a 
moderate number of 
species or unique 
populations of 
salmonids essential 
for recovery or 
Endangered Species 
Act-listed fish 
species or non-listed 
populations 
primarily supported 
by natural spawning. 
Documented fish 
use. 

Addresses a 
single species of 
a low priority. 
Documented fish 
use. 

Life History Addresses an important 
life history stage or 
habitat type that limits 
the productivity of the 
salmonid species in the 
area or project 
addresses multiple life 
history requirements. 

Addresses fewer life 
history stages or 
habitat types that 
limit the productivity 
of the salmonid 
species in the area 
or partially 
addresses fewer life 

Is unclear about 
the salmonid life 
history being 
addressed. 
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Benefit Criteria 
Identified and 
Prioritized in 
the Strategy 

High BENEFIT Project Medium BENEFIT 
Project 

Low BENEFIT 
Project 

history 
requirements. 

Costs Has a low cost relative 
to the predicted 
benefits for the project 
type in that location. 

Has a reasonable 
cost relative to the 
predicted benefits 
for the project type 
in that location. 

Has a high cost 
relative to the 
predicted 
benefits for that 
particular project 
type in that 
location. 

 
Certainty Criteria 
Identified 
and 
Prioritized in 
the Strategy 

High CERTAINTY 
Project 

Medium 
CERTAINTY Project 

Low CERTAINTY 
Project 

Appropriate Scope is appropriate 
to meet its goals and 
objectives. 

Is moderately 
appropriate to meet 
its goals and 
objectives. 

The methodology 
does not appear to 
meet the goals 
and objectives of 
the project. 

Approach Is consistent with 
proven scientific 
methods. 
 
Assessment: 
Methodology will 
address effectively an 
information or data 
gap or lead to 
effective 
implementation of 
prioritized projects 
within 1-2 years of 
completion. 

Uses untested or 
incomplete scientific 
methods. 
 
Assessment: 
Methods will 
effectively address a 
data gap or lead to 
effective 
implementation of 
prioritized projects 
within 3-5 years of 
completion. 

Uses untested or 
ineffective 
methods. 

Sequence Is in the correct 
sequence and is 
independent of other 

Is dependent on 
other actions being 
taken first that are 

May be in the 
wrong sequence 
with other 
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Certainty Criteria 
Identified 
and 
Prioritized in 
the Strategy 

High CERTAINTY 
Project 

Medium 
CERTAINTY Project 

Low CERTAINTY 
Project 

actions being taken 
first. 

outside the scope of 
this project. 

protection and 
restoration actions. 

Threat Addresses a high 
potential threat to 
salmonid habitat. 

Addresses a 
moderate potential 
threat to salmonid 
habitat. 

Addresses a low 
potential threat to 
salmonid habitat. 

Stewardship Clearly describes and 
funds stewardship of 
the area or facility for 
more than 10 years. 

Clearly describes but 
does not fund 
stewardship of the 
area or facility for 
more than 10 years. 

Does not describe 
or fund 
stewardship of the 
area or facility. 

Landowner Landowners are 
willing to have work 
done. 

Landowners 
potentially contacted 
and likely will allow 
work. 

Landowner 
willingness is 
unknown. 

Implementati
on 

Actions are scheduled, 
funded, and ready to 
take place and have 
few or no known 
constraints to 
successful 
implementation 
including projects that 
may result from this 
project. 

Have few or no 
known constraints to 
successful 
implementation as 
well as other projects 
that may result from 
this project. 

Actions are 
unscheduled, 
unfunded, and not 
ready to take 
place, and have 
several constraints 
to successful 
implementation. 
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Attachment 4: Regional Monitoring Project List 

Number Name Sponsor Region Request 

21-1017 
Touchet River Smolt 
Monitoring Phase 2 

Washington 
Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 

Snake River $151,921 

21-1019 
Stillaguamish Smolt 
Trap Monitoring 

Stillaguamish 
Tribe of Indians 

Puget Sound $40,000 

21-1041 
Puyallup River Juvenile 
Salmon Assessment 
Fiscal Year 2021 

Puyallup Tribe of 
Indians 

Puget Sound $50,192 

21-1126 
Lower Columbia Winter 
Steelhead Escapement 
Analysis 

Washington 
Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 

Lower 
Columbia  

$100,000 

21-1184 
Entiat River Fish 
Monitoring 

Chelan County 
Natural 
Resources 

Upper 
Columbia 

$45,380 

21-1191 
Intensively Monitored 
Watershed-Skagit 
Estuary Restoration 
Monitoring 

Skagit River 
System 
Cooperative 

Puget Sound $50,000 

   Total $437,493 

 

https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1017
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1019
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1041
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1126
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1184
https://secure.rco.wa.gov/prism/search/projectsnapshot.aspx?ProjectNumber=21-1191
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Attachment 5: Conditioned Projects and Project of Concern List 

Salmon State Projects 

Conditioned Projects=22 

Project of Concern=1 

 
Lead Entity: Chehalis Basin LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

6 21-1043 
Restoration 

Lewis Conservation 
District 
MF Newaukum Trib-
Alpha Fish Passage 
Construction 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

7 21-1185 
Planning 

Mason Conservation 
Dist 
Cloquallum Creek at 
Cloquallum Rd LWD 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 

Lead Entity: Island County LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

3 21-1067 
Restoration 

NW Straits Marine 
Cons Found 
Polnell Point Armor 
Removal Construction 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
 

      
Lead Entity: Kalispel Tribe-Pend Oreille LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review  

21-1205 
Restoration 

Kalispel Tribe 
Duncan Springs 
Thermal Refugia 
Project 

Application 
Returned 

Conditioned A 
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Lead Entity: Klickitat County LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

2 21-1203 
Restoration 

Mid-Columbia RFEG 
Rattlesnake Gulch 
Fish Passage & 
Restoration 2021 

Application 
Resubmitted 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

2 21-1203 
Restoration 

Mid-Columbia RFEG 
Rattlesnake Gulch 
Fish Passage & 
Restoration 2021 

Application 
Resubmitted 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 

Lead Entity: Lower Col Fish Recovery Bd LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

5 21-1078 
Restoration 

Cowlitz Conservation 
Dist 
Upper Germany Creek 
Restoration Project 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 
Lead Entity: Pierce County LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

5 21-1022 
Restoration 

Pierce Co Public 
Works 
Fennel Creek 
Restoration Phase 3-
Construction 

Application 
Returned 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

      
Lead Entity: Snake River Salmon Rec Bd LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

2 21-1004 
Restoration 

Walla Walla Co Cons 
Dist 
Walla Walla River RM 
35.5 Restoration  

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

6 21-1011 
Planning 

Columbia 
Conservation Dist 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 
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Mainstem Touchet 
Project Area 10 
Design 

5 21-1012 
Planning 

Columbia 
Conservation Dist 
Mainstem Touchet 
Project Area 15 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

9 21-1013 
Planning 

Walla Walla Co Cons 
Dist 
Mill Creek RM 1.75 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
 

10 21-1015 
Planning 

Walla Walla Co Cons 
Dist 
Mainstem Touchet 
Project Area 01 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 
Lead Entity: Upper Columbia Salmon Rcy Bd 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

4 21-1173 
Planning 

Methow Salmon 
Recovery Found 
Sugar Reach 
Restoration 
Preliminary Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

5 21-1174 
Restoration 

Yakama Nation 
Twisp Horseshoe 
Floodplain 
Restoration 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 
Lead Entity: West Sound Partners LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

2 21-1058 
Planning 

Mid-Puget Sound 
Fish Enh Grp 
Fletcher Bay Rd 
Culvert Removal 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
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3 21-1053 
Planning 

Mid-Puget Sound 
Fish Enh Grp 
Point No Point 
Estuary Restoration 
Prelim Design 

Application 
Complete 

Project of 
Concern 
(POC) 

Project of 
Concern (POC) 

 
Lead Entity: Willapa Bay LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

4 21-1142 
Planning 

CREST 
South-Greenhead-
Bear Confluence 
Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

3 21-1143 
Planning 

Sea Resources 
Clearwater Creek 
Bridge Design 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

1 21-1162 
Restoration 

Pacific Conservation 
Dist 
Lower Forks Creek 
Large Wood Debris 
Implementation 

Application 
Complete 

Needs more 
information 

Conditioned A 

 

Lead Entity: WRIA 13 LE-Jennifer O'Neal, Steve Toth-1 project 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

2 21-1135 
Restoration 

Thurston 
Conservation District 
Zangle Cove 
Bulkhead Removal 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
 

 

Lead Entity: Yakima Basin FWRB LE 
LE 
Rank 

Number 
Type 

Sponsor 
Project Name Proj Status Initial Review Final Review 

7 21-1197 
Restoration 

Mid-Columbia RFEG 
Lower Cowiche 
Floodplain 
Restoration 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
 

10 21-1200 
Planning 

Mid-Columbia RFEG 
Taneum Creek 

Application 
Complete 

Conditioned A 
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Campground 
Restoration Design 
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Project Review Comments 

PROJECT: 21-1053 P, Point No Point Estuary Restoration Prelim Design 

Sponsor: Mid-Puget Sound Fish Enh Grp 
Program: SALMON ST PROJ 
Status: Application Complete 

MEETING: Initial Review 

Shared: 4/14/2021 

Review Status: Project of Concern (POC) 
Topics Comments
Review Panel Comments-Initial 

Questions (response required) 

Reply: We appreciate the review panel's thorough and thoughtful review 
of our application. Responses are given below to Improvements to 
Make Project Technically Sound and General Comments. 

Improvements to Make Project Technically Sound (response required) 

Clarify in your proposal why only one conceptual design was prepared from 
the feasibility study, given that "four highly developed conceptual design" 
were originally included in the objectives of project 17-1032 which funded 
the feasibility study. 
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Topics Comments 
 Reply: There are three conceptual alternatives presented in the 

Feasibility Study, primarily alternatives around how to connect the upper 
and lower marsh and the total extent of restoration. All three conceptual 
designs include replacing the existing tide gate with an open tidal 
channel to the east. Based on feedback from project partners, 
surrounding property owners, and the greater Hansville community, the 
primary conceptual alternative (full restoration) is the concept that will 
move forward to preliminary design. A full summary of the findings of 
our outreach efforts and explanation of the three concepts developed 
are included in the attached Final Feasibility Report. We ruled out 
restoring tidal connection to the north early on in our project planning 
due to (1) the known presence of cultural resources that should not be 
disturbed, and (2) the location of existing historic, park, and community 
infrastructure along the north shore. We did not develop a conceptual 
design alternative for replacing the tidegate with an MTR as 
recommended in the Skillings Connolly 2019 report, as an MTR would 
not provide adequate access to the site or rearing habitat restoration for 
juvenile Chinook salmon, one of the primary goals of this project. Our 
original proposal for the feasibility study included developing up to four 
high-level conceptual alternatives because (1) we knew that the project 
would require an intensive level of partner and community outreach and 
engagement from the start to be successful due to the complexity of 
the project and the history of the area, (2) our initial scope for the 
feasibility study was limited in order to keep costs within the funding 
amount available and we were unable to secure additional funds for 
design until the 2020 ESRP grant round, and (3) we knew that coastal 
processes would likely only be able to support an open tidal channel in 
a few locations. 

 A primary focus of the feasibility study was stakeholder engagement. The 
August 2020 feasibility report by Blue Coast Engineering touches on this 
lightly. Please include a brief update on this work in the proposal and 
provide initial feedback received and future outreach still planned. 

 Reply: As of June 25, 2021, our partner, landowner, and community 
member outreach component of the feasibility study is complete. Full 
results of this outreach are included in the Final Feasibility Report uploaded 
to PRISM on 6/23/2021, please see Appendix B: Outreach Summary Report. 
Early outreach efforts focused on working with the relevant Kitsap County 
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departments and Commissioner Gelder to ensure the County's support of 
the project prior to engaging with the community, and required completing 
enough data collection to show that the project was feasible and to 
develop a concept that could be approved by the County. We received 
approval in late 2019 to begin our full outreach efforts, but those were 
subsequently delayed due to COVID-19 and staff changes at Mid Sound. 
We were able to quickly mobilize in early 2021 to complete our partner and 
community outreach and finalize the Feasibility Study based on the results 
of those efforts by June 25, 2021. 
 
Mid Sound held 34 partner and community meetings in the first half of 
2021, plus additional one-on-one conversations with interested parties. We 
presented the Conceptual Design, draft feasibility study, project goals and 
next steps to, and gathered feedback from, over 40 project partners, 
including staff from: 

• Kitsap County Parks, Community Development, and Public Works 
departments; 

• Natural resource and cultural staff from the Suquamish, Port Gamble 
S’Klallam, Jamestown S’Klallam, and Skokomish tribes and the Point 
No Point Treaty Council; 

• Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife; 

• Conservation and recreation groups including Wild Fish 
Conservancy, North Kitsap Puget Sound Anglers and Kitsap 
Audubon; 

• US Lighthouse Society (headquarters in Point No Point Park) and US 
Coast Guard; 

• County Commissioner Gelder and State Representative Kilmer’s 
office. 

 
We also connected with 44 area landowners, focusing on those closest to 
the Park who would be impacted most heavily by the project and who have 
on-the-ground insights for project design. This included: 
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• The neighborhoods uphill of the project and using Hillview Lane, a
private road that runs through the Park and will be part of the
project design;

• The neighborhood north and west of the Park along Point No Point
Road, which is along the access route to the Park;

• The greater area community (Hansville/Norwegian Point)
surrounding the Park.

As a result of the Feasibility technical studies and outreach, the Point 
NoPoint estuary restoration is well-positioned for our next stage of 
design development. We confirmed that existing physical conditions 
support the project, and have built a strong foundation of partner 
engagement and community interest in the project. Those who have 
concerns have provided important questions and clarity on the design 
and management priorities for us to address moving ahead. Partners 
have brought strong ideas for enhancing the project including outreach 
and education opportunities, native plant harvesting for tribes, and 
habitat and invasive plant considerations. We will continue to pursue 
these topics as we develop our design further and explore alternatives 
in the next phase. 

Throughout future phases of the project, we will be sending regular 
project update emails to all partners and community members who 
have signed up to receive Point No Point project emails. We plan to 
provide updates to and gather feedback from our partner, landowner, 
and community groups through webinars, meetings, and design review 
workshops at key milestones, including the completion of data 
collection, the draft 30% design, 60% design and permitting, and final 
design. 

Because implementation of marsh restoration is likely infeasible due to 
impacts on neighboring private property, a more productive next step for 
working towards the goal would be for Kitsap County and other 
stakeholders to begin acquiring and removing development from these 
neighboring properties. It is likely that an acquisition program will become 
necessary to respond to predicted sea level rise within the next several 
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decades, and the sponsor and county may want begin working on a long 
term plan for carrying this out. 

 Reply: We currently do not think the community would be in favor of an 
acquisition program, and we are working on project designs that would 
not require acquisition to be successful. However, we understand that 
sea level rise is a growing threat to the surrounding community and will 
keep in mind the possibility of acquisitions in our discussions with the 
County, homeowners, and project partners. The property owners whose 
parcel and private road could be included in the project footprint are 
critical partners in our communications and design development. Thus 
far we have not had resistance to the project, and have addressed 
concerns and questions raised to date. We will continue to include them 
in our design development and can adjust the project footprint to avoid 
these properties if required. Therefore, acquisition is not required to 
reach project goals, and given the resistance of the community to this 
approach alongside their support for the current design trajectory, this 
is not our recommended pathway. We will continue to consider 
acquisition as a project alternative as we move forward with preliminary 
design. 

 General Comments (response not required) 
 Generally speaking, you should list all previous projects at the site even if 

they were not funded. Particularly for a site that has been proposed several 
times over the years by different sponsors. Each project may reference 
different elements and have discussions worth consideration in the 
comment forms. Project 13-1192 in particular had relevant background. 

 Reply: Project 13-1192 has been added to the previous projects list. Our 
understanding is that the project was proposed and funded but not 
supported by Kitsap County and was therefore unable to proceed. We 
have focused much of our early outreach efforts and planning on 
engaging with Kitsap County and other landowners and key partners to 
ensure that we have the support needed to properly move forward on 
preliminary design. 

 We recognize this as a high priority site for restoration. 

 You may find it useful to partner with Wild Fish Conservancy in completing 
your stakeholder and landowner outreach tasks under the active grant that 
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you have. WFC is the sponsor of Finn Creek Design and Permitting (20-
1018) which is located close to the current project; you may find overlap in 
land ownership and be able to realize efficiency in effort by working 
together. 

Reply: Thank you for this suggestion. We have been in touch with WFC 
on coordinating our outreach for this project and the Finn Creek 
restoration project and plan to work together once both projects are 
ready to move forward on their next phases. 

The results of the 17-1032 feasibility study show that local land elevation 
and the modeled high tide and high runoff water levels that will result from 
the proposed restoration will result in substantial flooding on the private 
properties located along Point No Point Road. The proposed 2000-foot 
dike may be effective in preventing flooding from the marsh side, but will 
block the existing drainage patterns from Point No Point Road southward 
into the marsh. The Skillings Connolly study recommends major 
infrastructure improvements such as pump stations and a new outfall to 
address current flooding, even before loss of flood storage in the marsh by 
the restoration project is taken into account. Past experience with 
equivalent coastal marsh restoration SRFB design projects shows that the 
local residents will be opposed to paying for this infrastructure and its 
perpetual operation. 

Past experience also has shown that it is likely that the reintroduction of 
tidal prism into the marsh will cause hydraulic rise and salinity intrusion on 
the water table, which will negatively impact septic systems and 
landscaping on private lots. Of the eight water supply wells that were 
identified in the site vicinity, two that are screened at 20 to 25 feet BGS will 
very likely also be impacted by salt water intrusion, For these reasons, the 
review panel believes that objections from the adjacent private property 
owners will make it infeasible to implement the restoration design. 

Reply: We don't yet have a full picture of the hydraulics of the site; this 
is a priority to address early in our preliminary design phase. We have 
not yet modeled the restored salt marsh with preliminary design details 
- high tide and high runoff water levels presented in the report were
modeled assuming an open tidal channel but no other restoration.
Several model results do not produce flooding in the wetlands for
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scenarios where flooding has been observed (also noted in the Skillings-
Connolly report), e.g. standing water in ditches in the marsh during the 
middle of summer at low tide. The stream ditch directed straight toward 
PNP road may be contributing to flooding, and restoration could help to 
address this. 
 
Replacing the tide gate with a tidal channel outlet will create a larger 
capacity for flood water transport out of the marsh. The project design 
intends to include protective responses to any potential property or 
infrastructure flooding once modeled during Preliminary Design, 
including the potential to modify the project footprint and/or install 
setback levees to manage the design as the data indicates is needed. 
Improved hydraulics, vegetation, and tidal flushing will all enhance flood 
storage and conveyance capacities compared to current conditions. 
Kitsap County Public Works is aware of and plans to address drainage 
problems - we are coordinating with them on design. Marsh storage 
capacity is currently reduced by invasive species growth and collapsing 
of channel banks/disconnected channels. This is a data gap we need to 
address before preliminary design alternatives can be developed. 
Existing ditch function will be considered and addressed with the 
County as part of design development. 
 
One key difference between Point No Point and Greenbank is that Point 
No Point provides the opportunity for complete barrier embayment 
restoration with a larger project area, complete tidal flushing, freshwater 
stream, and barrier beach. We understand that groundwater and 
flooding impacts would need to be mitigated, however we have not 
completed groundwater studies and hydraulic modeling to understand 
likely impacts. These are the studies and analysis that would be funded 
by in this next phase of design, allowing us to understand the full extent 
and design the best solution to these concerns. The Greenbank project 
area was more constrained and with limited tidal exchange volume, 
while Point No Point has enough area to restore full tidal prism and will 
create more habitat for juvenile Chinook. Kitsap County is a partner and 
is already looking into new drainage options for the site, and the County 
supports removing the tide gate. Private property owners are engaged 
in our outreach and design considerations, and ultimately private 
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parcels can be excluded from the project without jeopardizing the 
restoration goals. 

 These issues were evaluated carefully in SRFB Project 17-1140 "Greenbank 
Marsh Restoration Design," at a project site with equivalent ground surface 
elevation, drainage and water table conditions as at Point No Point. The 
restoration objectives at Greenbank proved to be infeasible, and it is 
unrealistic to expect a different outcome at Point No Point. 

 Reply: We have reviewed the Greenbank Marsh project, appreciate the 
lessons that came out of that project, and have taken the results of that 
project into account in our feasibility study and outreach efforts. Based 
on the work we have completed to date, we feel that several important 
differences between the Greenbank project and this project do allow us 
to reasonably expect a different outcome. The Greenbank project area 
was more constrained and with limited tidal exchange volume, while 
Point No Point has enough area to restore the full tidal prism and will 
create more habitat for juvenile Chinook. Kitsap County is a partner and 
is already looking into new drainage options for the site, and the County 
supports removing the tide gate. Private property owners are engaged 
in our outreach and design considerations, and ultimately private 
parcels can be excluded from the project without jeopardizing the 
restoration goals. 

MEETING: Final Review 

Shared: 7/19/2021 

Review Status: Project of Concern (POC) 
Topics Comments 

Review Panel Comments-Final 

General Comments 
 The review panel provided detailed initial review comments that explain the 

POC designation. The sponsor subsequently provided results of the Spring 
2021 landowner outreach survey, which support the review panel's belief 
that there is negligible certainty that the project objectives will ultimately 
be achieved. The survey shows that many adjacent landowners are 
concerned about ditch flooding and septic systems and don't feel that 
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these concerns are being addressed, and wonder why project planning is 
proceeding ahead of addressing these issues. 
 
SRFB grants have funded design and acquisition projects at project sites 
with similar potential for nearshore habitat restoration in WRIA 6, including 
Iverson Marsh, Dugualla Lagoon, Deer Lagoon, Swan Lake, and Greenbank 
Marsh. At each of these sites, objections from a portion of the adjacent 
property owners regarding impacts to drainage and water table were 
sufficient to prevent the projects from proceeding to construction. Based 
on the information provided by the sponsor, there is no reason to expect a 
different outcome at the Point No Point project site. In our experience, 
certainty of implementation hinges on acquisition and removal of all the 
adjacent residential development, and to date there is no plan to do this. 
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